INTRODUCTION
In a recent paper (see Bouchitte &#x26; Buttazzo [3] ) we introduced a class of functionals defined on the space M (Q; R") of all R"-valued measures Then, the following question naturally arises: given a sequentially weakly* l.s.c. and additive (in the sense of (1.3)) mapping F: ~~ (Q; Rn) ~ [0, + oo], not necessarily convex, can we find three Borel functions/, cp, g such that the integral representation formula ( 1.1 ) holds? In the present paper we answer affirmatively this question (see Theorem 2. 3) and we list some conditions on f, cp, g which are necessary for the lower semicontinuity of F. Moreover, we show that under a very mild additional hypothesis, these necessary conditions are actually sufficient (see Theorem 2. 6) : this extends our previous semicontinuity results obtained in [3] . Finally, the uniqueness of the representation of F in the form ( 1 . 1 ) is discussed (see Proposition 2 . 9).
The integral representation result of Theorem 2. 3 will be used in a forthcoming paper to characterize the lower semicontinuous envelope of a given nonconvex functional like ( 1.1 (3.9) is equivalent to that is (iii). On the other hand, if oc is the function in (iii), (3.10) becomes that is (iv).
